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*Butterfly colors will vary  on C1200, C1201 and C1203. 

C1200 C1201 C1203 C1603 

C1204 C1205 C1206 C1207 

C1208 C1209 C1210 C1211 

C1212 C1213 C1501 C1502 
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C1503 C1505 C1506 

C1507 

C1508 C1509 C1510 

C1511 C1512 C1513 C1514 

C1601 

C1602 C1604 C1605 

C1606 
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Over 600 years ago in the mountains of N.E. Burma, the Karen people found a remarkable bark that naturally peeled 

from the trunk of a tall broad-leaved tree at the end of every rainy season.  So began the craft of making natural paper 

without destroying or cutting down the trees.  The Karen villagers call the tree the ‘saa’ tree.  It is known in English as 

the mulberry tree.  For the last 100 years, papermakers have continued this craft.  They still use natural dyes and lay 

out their paper to dry in the sun in the traditional way.  Aids Care cards are made with this unique paper product of 

Thailand.  Each Aids Care card is made by  hand and has a neutral inner-card.  It  is   individually packed , with an enve-

lope included. 

CX1606 

CX1605 

CX1601 (Dk Pink) CX1602 

CX1203 (red) CX1204 CX1206 CX1205 

CX1603 CX1604 (red) 

CX1607 

Set of 5 small 

gift cards 
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CS1201 

CS1202 CS1203 CS1204 CS1205 

CS1206 CS1207 CS1208 CS1209 

CS1210 CS1211 CS1212 CS1213 

CS1501 CS1502 

B1201 B1202 
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Bottle bags 

Large gift bags 

GB1201 GB1202 GB1203 

GL1201 

Bottle bags and gift bags, made from saa paper,  have gift cards added by those who  

participate in the Aids Care handicrafts project. 

GL1202 
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Medium  gift bags 

 17.5 x 13 x 5cm 

GM1206 GM1205 

GM1201 GM1202 

GM1203 GM1204 

Small gift bags 

 13 x 10 x 5cm 

GS1201 GS1202 

Mini gift bags     9 x 5.5 x 4cm 

GT1201 GT1202 GT1203 GT1204 
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Aids Care is a Christian organization, which uses a holistic approach to address the needs of HIV -affected chil-
dren and their families in Thailand, helping them to break the vicious cycle of HIV/AIDS. 

AIDS Care finances schooling expenses, emergency needs and in special cases medicine. But its major efforts are 
focused on sharing Christ’s love and care, education, establishing fellowship and giving hope to those who often 
are in hopeless situations. This ministry of Light of Thailand Foundation, an arm of OMF International,  involves  
local people, who have a call from God to help children and families affected by AIDS.    

Our mission is to meet people who have AIDS with the love of Jesus, as a friend with no condemnation or de-
mands. We will be God’s loving hand, reaching out with love, care, forgiveness and grace. 

Our focus is children (HIV positive and HIV negative) and their families who have been victimized by AIDS. 

Quick Facts: 

 AIDS Care has 7 ministries in northern Thailand. Six of them have a geo-
graphical focus and one, the Outreach ministry, functions across the 6 
geographical ministries. 

 AIDS Care Outreach ministry reaches out to several hundred teenagers 
in schools, camps and other settings in northern Thailand with important 
information about AIDS. 

 The number of children supported by AIDS Care grew from 5 in 2000 to 
155 in 2013. 

 Approximately 90% of the children supported by AIDS Care are free of 
HIV, but 80% have lost their parents due to AIDS. They often live with their elderly grandparents. Due to 
their circumstances they often are at risk of suffering the same destiny as their parents. 

 Since the start in 2000 AIDS Care has helped approximately 300 children affected by AIDS to get an educa-
tion. 

 

Handicraft Project 

This helps families to increase their income in order to meet some of their daily needs and provides income to 
support the children’s education.  The Handicraft Project is a wonderful opportunity to employ the ones who are 
physically weak and are otherwise not able to get a job.  

For more information: www.aids-care.net  

E-mail: handicraft@aids-care.net 

 

 

 


